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Three Phase AC380V One Controller For Two Pumps
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SPARE PARTS QTY. (PCS)

Cement nail

Inflatable plastic tubes

Self-tapping screw

Liquid-level probe (SELECT)

Pressure sensor (SELECT)

3

3

3

3

1

Sensor signal line (SELECT)

Manual

1

1

Warm tip for selecting modes installation:
Much thunder or Sludge area, please select float 
switch control mode.
Please short circuit signal line            port, when 
they are not working. 
Because the cable for deep well submersible 
pump is long, please select the bigger power 
controller.
Pressure sensor data:DC5V supply/0.5-4.5V 
voltage signal output.

· Please read the instructions and keep it properly before installing and using.

· The controller must be installed by professionals familiar with Low-voltage electric�technology.
· The power supply must be disconnected during installation wiring disassembly and maintenance.
· It is strictly forbidden to touch the live element with your hand when power on.

· The controller must be reliably grounded before energized.

Application area:
Protect and control the deep well pump/submersible pump/sewage pump/pipe booster

pump/multistage pump/centrifugal pump and so on, for the underground sewage, tall 

building water supply.

Main features:
Manually and automatically work with open phase,locked-rotor, over-current, 
dry-run, under-pressure and over-pressure protection; automatic control of
 liquid level and pressure can be realized; it not only realize to set the double 
pump rotation start time, but also realize double pump working at the same time. 
in the automatic mode for single pump working, after the single pump fails, 
another pump can automatically switch jobs.  
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4

304V

437V

A PUMP
  STOP

B PUMP
  STOP

1. After installation and setting the current, Press” MAN/AUTO “button, switch to ” MAN/AUTO “ 

mode.

2. Switch to “MAN” model. Press           button or           button to Start the pump. And 

button or           button to stop the pump.

3. Switch to ”AUTO” mode, the controller will start or stop the pumps according to the liquid or 

pressure automatically.

A PUMP
   RUN

B PUMP
   RUN



Pressure gauge pointer high  Flash

Pressure gauge pointer low  Flash It means the pressure in pipe is too low.

It means the pressure in pipe is too high.

Liquid-level probe installation

signal cable

install support

water spill pipe

cable for probe

fix place

cable for probe

top 

lowest

signal probe
(public)

inlet pipe

1. make the cable go through the center of the weight, move
the weight, let the plastic ring (in the center of the weight) off
from the weight, then fix it in the cable, the fix position
according to the water level that you want to set.

2. move the weight and pull out the cable till the
center of the weight fasten the plastic ring. the
weight just need to fasten the plastic ring and will
not fall down, if the plastic ring is damaged, please
use the same diameter copper wire replace.

please connect the control directly, do not use the joint, if
have to have the joint, do not put it in the water.

Float switch installation

Bind up the joint Position installation

please remove the transparent
protective film of the water-proof tape

1. twist cable

2. bind up water-proof water tape
3. use the plastic tape to bind up again

plastic tape

water proof tape

pull the tape to the twice
of the original length

top level
(open)

lowest level
(close)

if the probe have three cables, just
need the black and brown cable, no
need the ground cable (the different
factory with the different color of the
cables, please check they first according
to the following way)

float switch at the top level, the
connection is disconnect.
float switch at the lowest level, the
connection is connect.

Warning: if the cable of float switch have joint, never immersed it into water.

Warning: 
Connect the cable for power or motor, at first must make sure cut off the controller input power!

(NOTE: Liquid level signal port can not connect any power supply)

Blue
top

point

Yellow
low

point
Red

public
point

Blue
top

point

Yellow
low

point
Red

public
point

Voltage type pressure sensor
         Output 0.5-4.5V

U1 V1 W1 PE

M

U2 V2 W2

M

A Pump B Pump

four-core round

AA BB
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Note:

A PUMP B PUMP 1. When light of             or            is always on, it means the corresponding pump is in working

 condition; when the light off, it means the pump is stopped .Flashing indicates the state of fault

shutdown, and the corresponding fault information flashes as well.

2. When single pump or double pump is working, the total current of single pump or double pump

  can be displayed, and      ,      or           can be displayed alternately on the screen. 



Sensor cables are connected inversely or the cable to LDC
was broken down.

It means pump Dry-running or no-load, wait for 30 
minutes, then start again.

It means current is too high, check whether the impeller
or the motor shaft wind with something. Or after 30 
minutes, start again.

It means the voltage is too low. Restart every 5 minutes,
after the voltage be regular and it will work.

It means the voltage is too high. Restart every 5 minutes,
after the voltage be regular and it will work.

It means current is too high. check whether the impeller
or motor shaft stuck. Must cut off the power, after check
and maintain pump then connect power.

It means non-set or the previous set current already be
eliminated, please set the current again.

It means the lower tank or well without water.

It means the top tank full of water.

LCD screen shows

The pressure sensor range is 0-1.0MPa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.1-0.6Mpa;

The pressure sensor range is 0-1.6MPa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.1-1.0Mpa;

The pressure sensor range is 0-2.5MPa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.1-1.5Mpa.

The pressure sensor range is 0-1.0MPa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.05-0.55Mpa;

The pressure sensor range is 0-1.6MPa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.05-0.95Mpa;

The pressure sensor range is 0-2.5MPa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.05-1.45Mpa.

Step 1: Controller correct wiring diagram

Must cut off power. Check input and output voltage,
the motor coil and cable, then power on.

U1 U1

U1U1

V1 V1

V1V1

W1 W1

W1W1

PE PE

PEPE

M M

MM

U2 U2

U2U2

V2 V2

V2V2

W2 W2

W2W2

M M

MM

A Pump A Pump

A PumpA Pump

B Pump B Pump

B PumpB Pump
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A float 
switch

A float 
switch

B float 
switch

B float 
switch

7

8

f09:

f10:

Pump A total working time query

Pump B total working time query

Single pump start pressure set

Double pump start pressure set

When the water level is below the yellow low point, two pumps both work.
When the water level is in mid(between the yellow low point and the blue
top point),the main pump works.
When the water lever is above the blue top point, two pumps both stop.

When the water level is below the yellow low point, two pumps both work.
When the water level is in mid(between the yellow low point and the blue
top point),the main pump works.
When the water lever is above the blue top point, two pumps both stop.

When float switches in the upper water tank all drop, two pumps both work.
When float switches in the upper water tank all raise, two pumps both stop.
When float switch A raises and float switch B drops, the main pump works.

When float switches in the upper water tank all drop, two pumps both work.
When float switches in the upper water tank all raise, two pumps both stop.
When float switch A raises and float switch B drops, the main pump works.

make sure



The pressure sensor range is 0-1.0MPa, stop pressure can be adjusted from 0.15-0.95Mpa;

The pressure sensor range is 0-1.6MPa, stop pressure can be adjusted from 0.15-1.55Mpa;

The pressure sensor range is 0-2.5MPa, stop pressure can be adjusted from 0.15-2.45Mpa.

Step 1: Controller correct wiring diagram

U1

U1

U1

V1

V1

V1

W1

W1

W1

PE

PE

PE

M

M

M

U2

U2

U2

V2

V2

V2

W2

W2

W2

M

M

M

A Pump

A Pump

A Pump

B Pump

B Pump

B Pump
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A PUMP
  STOP

B PUMP
  STOP

Note:
1. If shift-working time is 0, it means turn off the shift-working function.
2. when accumulating the operational time of shift-working for  pump A and pump B, 
there must be only one pump working and the working time should be more than 1 
minute. Otherwise, the time can’t be counted in total.

6

f04: Double pump alternate working time setting

Selecting 0-99hours

f05: Pressure sensor’s range setting

Set rated current of pump A

Set rated current of pump B

When the pressure is lower than the lowest limit of setting pressure , two pumps both work.
When the pressure is higher than the top limit of the set pressure, two pumps both stop.
When the pressure is between the top limit and lowest limit of the setting pressure, 
main pump works.

When the pressure is lower than the lowest limit of setting pressure , two pumps both work.
When the pressure is higher than the top limit of the set pressure, two pumps both stop.
When the pressure is between the top limit and lowest limit of the setting pressure, 
main pump works.

When the pressure is lower than the lowest limit of setting pressure , two pumps both work.
When the pressure is higher than the top limit of the set pressure, two pumps both stop.
When the pressure is between the top limit and lowest limit of the setting pressure, 
main pump works.

the parameters are set



Step 1: Controller correct wiring diagram

Step 1: Controller correct wiring diagram

U1 U1V1 V1W1 W1PE PE

M M

U2 U2V2 V2W2 W2

M M

A Pump A PumpB Pump B Pump
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A float 
switch

B float 
switch

A PUMP
  STOP

B PUMP
  STOP

A PUMP
  STOP

B PUMP
  STOP

2. Long press the button        for 5 seconds until hearing the sound of “bi”, and the LCD screen 

shows “A” “UNADJUSTED”. It means the former current setting is cleared and pump A could be 

re-adjusted now.

3. Long press the button        for 5 seconds until hearing the sound of “bi”, and the LCD screen 

shows “B” “UNADJUSTED”. It means the former current setting is cleared and pump B could be 

re-adjusted now.

4. Long press button      and      for more than 3 seconds and then the pump back to the  

factory default setting. 

Note: The controller is a direct start type, the current of the pump starts to be large, and the 
impact on the power grid is large. All the double pumps are stepped on by 6 seconds.

1. Press the button        to switch the model to manual condition. The LCD screen 

shows “MAN”

2. Long press        and         more than 3 seconds to enter the interface      , press the button   

        when it shows F04 on the LCD screen.

3. Increase working time by click or long press the button       and decrease working time by

 click or long press the button        

(Time setting range:0-99 hours)

4. Press the button        to save the setting.

The range of the current should be 1A-30A when the power is 0.75-7.5kw. The range of the 
current should be 1A-40A when the power is 11-15kw.

When the water level is below the yellow low point, two pumps both stop.
When the water level is between the yellow low point and the overflow-alarming-point,
main pump works.
When the water level is above the overflow-alarming-point,
two pumps both work and alarm with sound.

When Float switch A drops, two pumps both stop.
When Float switch A raises, but Float switch B drops, main pump works.
When Float switch A and Float switch B both raises, 
two pumps both start and alarm with sound.

make sure

make sure

the parameters are set

Double Pump shift-working time setting:



Must set current when first time use the pump.

Please eliminate the previous set current in the controller when maintenance or change 

new pump,and then set the current for the new pump again!

Voltage type pressure sensor
         Output 0.5-4.5V

Voltage type pressure sensor
         Output 0.5-4.5V

Voltage type pressure sensor
         Output 0.5-4.5V

Voltage type pressure sensor
         Output 0.5-4.5V

U1

U1

U1

V1

V1

V1

W1

W1

W1

PE

PE

PE

M

M

M

U2

U2

U2

V2

V2

V2

W2

W2

W2

M

M

M

A Pump

A Pump

A Pump

B Pump

B Pump

B Pump

A B

1. Press the button           to switch the mode to manual condition. The LCD screen shows 

“Man”    

2. Press the button         and the pump starts, “the impeller” mark on the LCD screen is 

running. Check whether the current value, forward and back of the water pump and the 

flow rate is normal.

3. Press the button          , count 6 seconds and the pump stops automatically when there 

is a sound “bi”. After all above steps finished, the current of pump A is debugging 

completed.

Pump A Setting:

Pump B Setting:

The starting pressure of single pump, starting pressure of double pumps and stopping pressure should be set for all the above three connection methods
 (Stopping pressure >single pump starting pressure> double pumps starting pressure)
When the pressure in the pipe is less than the starting pressure of single pump, main pump works.
When the pressure in the pipe is less than the starting pressure of double pumps, two pumps both work.
When the pressure in the pipe is higher than the stopping pressure, two pumps both stop.
When the pressure in the pipe is higher than the starting pressure of single pump, but less than the stopping pressure, main pump works.

A PUMP
   RUN

B PUMP
   RUN

Press         and        at the same time more than 3 seconds to enter the parameter setting 

interface. when displays F02, press        to set pump A rated current and set pump B rated 

current when displays F03.



                                            press and hold both               

 and        more then 3 seconds to enter the parameter 

setting interface. after the screen show         , press

         enter. and click or long press         to increase 

value, and           to decrease. final press          to 

save the current setting. as shown right:

                                              press and hold both           

 and       more then 3 seconds to enter the parameter 

setting interface. after the screen show         , press

         enter. and click or long press         to increase 

value, and           to decrease. final press          to 

save the current setting. as shown right:

(The range of pressure sensor is 0-1.0Mpa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.1-0.6MPa;

 The range of pressure sensor is 0-1.6Mpa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.1-1.0MPa;

 The range of pressure sensor is 0-2.5Mpa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.1-1.5MPa.)

(The range of pressure sensor is 0-1.0Mpa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.05-0.55MPa;

 The range of pressure sensor is 0-1.6Mpa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.05-0.95MPa;

 The range of pressure sensor is 0-2.5Mpa, starting pressure can be adjusted from 0.05-1.45MPa.)

Stop pressure set: press and hold both          and

           more then 3 seconds to enter the parameter 

setting interface. after the screen show         , press

         enter. and click or long press         to increase 

value, and           to decrease. final press          to 

save the current setting. as shown right:

(The range of pressure sensor is 0-1.0Mpa, stopping pressure can be adjusted from 0.15-0.95MPa;

 The range of pressure sensor is 0-1.6Mpa, stopping pressure can be adjusted from 0.15-1.55MPa;

 The range of pressure sensor is 0-2.5Mpa, stopping pressure can be adjusted from 0.15-2.45MPa.)

F05

f07

f08

f06

Run2

⑤ A PUMP
  STOP

B PUMP
  STOP

Single pump start pressure set:

Double pump start pressure set:

make sure

make sure

the parameters are set
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